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I. INTRODUCTION

D
ORFMAN [11] introduced the idea of group testing and presented a simple analysis that showed its advantages. The primary motivation for this was to devise an economical way to use blood tests to detect infected individuals within a population. It is assumed that the test is able to determine the presence in the blood of the target virus or bacteria.
Of course, it would be possible to distinguish the infected individuals by giving each of them an individual test. Dorfman proposed reducing the number of tests by using the following procedure. First, the population is divided into several groups, and the blood of the individuals in each group is then mixed to form pools. The testing then proceeds in two stages. In the first stage, each pool is tested. In the second stage, for any pool that tested positive, each of the individuals is tested. Numerical examples show that the number of tests can be reduced without loss of detection capability [11] .
Dorfman's idea triggered the emergence of subsequent theoretical works on group testing and a variety of practical applications, such as the screening of DNA clone libraries and the detection of faulty machines parts [12] , [13] . Although Dorfman assumed a probabilistic scenario of group testing, i.e., each item is a defective with probability p, his idea of group testing has influenced on development of combinatorial version of group testing as well. In addition, recent advances in the theory of compressed sensing [8] , [9] have stimulated research of the theoretical aspects of group testing. Dorfman's initial approach can be classified as an adaptive group-testing scheme, since the second part of the design depends on the results of the first tests. There are also nonadaptive group-testing schemes, in which the design is completely determined before any tests are conducted. Intuitively, adaptive schemes are advantageous over nonadaptive ones, because fewer tests are required. However, an advantage of nonadaptive schemes is that all the tests can be executed in parallel, whereas in adaptive schemes, tests are performed in series.
When developing a nonadaptive group-testing scheme with a high level of detection, the design of the pools is crucial. In the field of combinatorial group testing, results from combinatorial design are used to construct a matrix that defines the set of pools. The deterministic construction of a K -disjunct matrix is a central theme of combinatorial group testing [12] , [13] . A pooling matrix is a binary matrix in which each column and row corresponds to an object and a pool, respectively; a value of one indicates that the corresponding object belongs to the corresponding pool. If the Boolean sum of every K columns does not include any other column, then the pooling matrix is said to be a K -disjunct matrix.
Pooling matrices can also be randomly constructed; that is, the (0, 1) elements of a pooling matrix can be determined probabilistically. A reconstruction algorithm is required to use observations to estimate the states of the objects. Several reconstruction algorithms have been proposed for such probabilistically constructed pooling matrices. For example, Sejdinovic and Johnson [25] and Kanamori et al. [17] recently proposed reconstruction algorithms based on the belief propagation. Malioutov and Malyutov [21] and Chan et al. [7] considered reconstruction algorithms based on linear programming. Aldridge et al. [1] presented several combinatorial reconstruction algorithms, and they presented a theoretical performance analysis of these algorithms in the context of Bernoulli test designs.
Clarifying the scaling behavior of the number of required tests for correct reconstruction has become one of the most important topics in this field. Malyutov [22] and his coworkers 0018-9448 © 2016 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
were the first to apply an information theoretical analysis to this problem; they applied the channel coding theorem for a multiple access channel to nonadaptive group testing. Berger and Levenshtein [4] studied a two-stage group-testing scheme and determined the scaling law for the number of required tests, based on information theoretical arguments. Mézard and Toninelli [23] provided a novel analysis of twostage schemes, based on theoretical techniques from statistical mechanics. Recently, Atia and Saligrama [3] presented an information theoretical analysis of nonadaptive group testing with and without noise, and Emad and Milenkovic [14] presented an information theoretical analysis in the context of semiquantitative group testing.
Atia and Saligrama [3] presented a direct coding theorem that gives a condition for the existence of an estimator that has an arbitrarily small error probability and a converse theorem that gives a condition for the nonexistence of good estimators. An estimator is a function that uses test results to infer the state of an object. Their proofs of these theorems are based on the proofs of the channel coding theorems for multiple access channels, and these theorems can be applied to both noiseless and noisy observations. For example, in the noiseless case, it was shown that a K -sparse instance of n objects can be perfectly recovered from the test results if the number of tests is asymptotically O(K log n). In general, a coding theorem consists of two parts: a direct part (or direct coding theorem) that gives the sufficient condition for the existence of a code that can achieve an error with an arbitrarily small probability, and a converse part (or converse theorem) that gives the necessary condition for the same goal. In the following discussion, we will use this terminology, because it is analogous to the arguments of our proof.
The primary motivation of this study is to provide an information theoretical analysis of nonadaptive group testing, based on sparse pooling graphs. A pooling graph is a bipartite graph for which the adjacency matrix is a pooling matrix. The paper deals with the probabilistic version of group testing which was originally studied in the Doorman's paper [11] . In this paper, we assume that the status (0 or 1) of an object is modeled by a Bernoulli random variable with probability p. In other words, we consider the scenario in which the sparsity parameter K , i.e., the number of positive objects, scales on an average as K = pn. In most conventional information theoretical analyses, such as [3] , K is assumed to be independent of n (it should be remarked that [1] provides an analysis in the regime where K = n 1−β (0 < β ≤ 1)). Such an assumption is reasonable in order to clarify the dependency of the required number of tests on the sparsity parameter and the number of objects. Although our assumption is different from the conventional one, it is also natural from an information theoretical point of view, and it is suitable for observing sharp threshold behaviors in the asymptotic regime.
In this paper, we assume a scenario that an object can participate in at most l tests and at most r objects participate in each test. The analysis presented in this paper is novel in that it is carried out under the assumption of an (l, r, n)-regular pooling graph ensemble, which is a bipartite graph ensemble in which the left nodes corresponding to objects have degree l, the right nodes corresponding to tests have degree r , and n is the number of left nodes. A pooling graph represents a relationship between objects and tests, i.e., there is a one-toone correspondence between left (resp. right) nodes and the set of objects (resp. tests). If an object participates in several tests, then the corresponding left node and the right nodes are connected with undirected edges.
A pooling graph can have multiple edges, i.e., a pair of a left node and a right node can have multiple edge connections. The degree of a node is defined as the number of edges connected to the node. When counting the number of edges, multiple edges are counted as distinct edges.
We will present both direct and converse theorems that predict the asymptotic behavior of a group-testing scheme based on an (l, r, n) pooling graph. These asymptotic conditions are parameterized by p, l, and r . Therefore, for a given pair (l, r ), we can determine the region for p in which we can achieve an arbitrarily accurate estimate. Our problem setting and analysis was inspired by the analysis of Gallager and others [15] , [16] , [19] of low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II defines the noiseless group-testing system. Section III presents lower bounds on the probability of the estimation error. These bounds are proved using Fano's inequality. Section IV discusses the direct coding theorem. Section V presents a generalization of the converse and direct coding theorems.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce the scenario for group testing that will be discussed in this paper.
The random variable X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) represents the status of n objects. We assume that X i (i ∈ [1, n] ) is an i.i.d. Bernoulli random variable with the probability distribution
The notation [a, b] represents the set of consecutive integers from a to b. With some slight abuse of notation, when there is no fear of confusion, the notation [a, b] is also used for representing a closed interval over R. A realization of X is denoted by
is the logical OR function with r arguments (r is a positive integer) defined by
The results of pooling tests (test results) are represented manner, the right nodes are labeled from 1 to m. In this paper, G is assumed to be an (l, r, n)-regular bipartite graph, which means that any left and right nodes have degrees l and r , respectively. We assume that r > l throughout the paper. Note that we allow a pooling graph with multiple edges. Even if a left (resp. right) node have multiple edges, the degree of the node is considered to be l (resp. r ).
For the right node j ∈ [1, m], the neighbor multiset 1 of the node j is defined by
We are now ready to describe the relationship between X and Y . For a given pooling graph G,
Namely, a pooling graph G defines a function from X to Y . We will denote this relationship as Y = F G (X). Figure 1 illustrates the configuration of the noiseless system.
The goal of an examiner is to use the test observation y to infer the realization of a hidden random variable X. Assume that the examiner uses an estimator (i.e., a deterministic estimation function) : {0, 1} m → {0, 1} n for the inference. The estimator gives an estimate of x,x = (y), for the test observation y. The estimator should be chosen so that the probability of the estimation error
is as small as possible.
III. ANALYSIS OF THE CONVERSE PART
In this section, we determine lower bounds on the probability of the estimation error for the noiseless system. The key to the proofs is Fano's inequality, which ties the probability of the estimation error to the conditional entropy.
Fano's inequality relates the conditional entropy to the estimation error probability, and it has often been used as the primary tool when proving the converse part of a channel 1 A multiset can have several identical elements such as {1, 1, 2, 3}.
coding theorem [10] . It also plays a crucial role in the following analysis, in which it clarifies the limits on an accurate estimation for the noiseless systems.
Lemma 1 (Fano's Inequality [10] , Page 38): Assume that random variables A, B are given. The cardinalities of the domains (alphabets) of A and B are assumed to be finite. For any estimator function φ for estimating the hidden value of A from the observation of B, the inequality
holds. The probability Pr(A = φ(B)) is the probability of error for the estimator function. The domains of A and B are denoted by A and B, respectively. The quantity H (A|B) is called the conditional entropy, and it is defined by
where P AB and P A|B represent the joint and the conditional probability, respectively. We use Fano's inequality for deriving a lower bound on the error probability of an estimation for the noiseless system. Note that this lower bound does not depend on our choice of pooling graph and estimator. The proof of the theorem resembles the proof of the upper bound on the code rate for LDPC codes [6] , [15] . Similar arguments can be found in [3] and [7] .
Theorem 1: Assume a noiseless system. For any pair of an (l, r, n) pooling graph and an estimator, the error probability P e is bounded from below by
On the other hand, if 1/2 < p < 1, then the error probability is bounded by
The function h( p) is the binary entropy function defined by
Proof: For any estimator having the error probability P e , we have
The first equation comes from the definition of the mutual information
The inequality (7) is due to Fano's inequality (3). Equation (8) holds since X = {0, 1} n . Note that, in a noiseless system, the random variable Y is a function of X, namely Y = F G (X), and it implies H (Y |X) = 0; i.e., Y has no ambiguity after X has been observed [10] . The last equality (9) is a consequence of
Since we have assumed that X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) is an n tuple of i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables, the entropy of X is given by H (X) = nh( p). We thus have 
This is simply due to the chain rule and a property of the conditional probabilities (i.e., conditioning reduces entropy [10] ). From our assumptions that
From (12), we immediately obtain a lower bound on the error probability P e as
where the relationship m/n = l/r is used. If we consider h((1 − p) r ) as a real function of r , it is a unimodal and concave function. Solving
we immediately have
which gives the maximum value h(
can be seen the maximum value of the real-relaxed maximization problem. A simple calculation is enough to show that r * ≥ 1 is equivalent to p ≤ 1/2. On the other hand, in the case where r * < 1 (i.e., p > 1/2), we can obtain the bound
since the function h((1 − p) r ) is monotonically decreasing when r ≥ r * . We now discuss the estimation problem from an information theoretical point of view. This means that the number of objects is allowed to increase up to infinity (i.e., n → ∞) under the assumption that the parameters p, l, r are fixed. We are interested in the existence of a sequence of pairs of a graph and an estimator that can achieve an arbitrarily small error probability. It can be expected that placing the problem in an asymptotic setting will clarify the essence of the problem and shed new light on the behavior of a finite system. From Theorem 1, we can immediately derive the following corollary.
Corollary 1: Assume that the parameters l, r are given. Let p be the smallest root of the equation
Ifp < p < 1, there is no possible pair of a pooling graph and an estimator that can achieve an arbitrarily small error probability when n → ∞.
Proof
holds due to the assumption l/r < 1 and symmetry of the binary entropy function, i.e., h( p) = h(1 − p). From (6), this prevents the existence of a pair of a pooling graph and an estimator achieving an arbitrarily small error probability when n → ∞.
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE DIRECT PART
In the previous section, we discussed the limitations of an accurate estimation by any estimator, i.e., we placed a lower bound on the error probability. This result is similar to the converse part of a coding theorem. In this section, we shall discuss the direct part, i.e., the existence of a sequence of estimators that can achieve an arbitrarily small error probability. As in the case of coding theorems, we here rely on the standard bin-coding argument [10] to prove the main theorem. In order to apply such an information theoretical argument, we will introduce a novel class of estimators, the typical set estimators.
A. Pooling Graph Ensemble
In the following analysis, we will average the error probability of the typical set estimator over an ensemble of pooling graphs. The pooling graph ensemble introduced below resembles the bipartite graph ensemble for regular LDPC codes. The following definition gives the details of the pooling graph ensemble [19] , [26] .
Definition 1: Assume that we have n left and m = (l/r )n right nodes. To define an ensemble, we will assume the following socket model. It is assumed that a left node has l sockets and a right node has r sockets. Note that the numbers of left and right sockets are equal; i.e., nl = mr . We label each set of sockets from 1 to nl. A uniformly randomly generated permutation on [1, nl] is then applied to the indices of the right sockets. If we use an edge to connect each set of left and right nodes that share the same index, we obtain a pooling graph.
The probability space based on this sampling process is called an (l, r, n) pooling graph ensemble G l,r,n .
The socket model provides a uniform process for sampling a pooling graph from the ensemble [26] . It should be noted that a pooling graph with multiple edges can be sampled from the ensemble. In such a case, there is an object that is tested multiple times. Although such multiple tests are redundant, they will not cause a problem with the following analysis.
From the definition of the pooling graph ensemble, it is evident that a permutation on [1, nl] corresponds to a regular bipartite graph. The multiset of graphs corresponding to all the permutations on [1, nl] is denoted by G l,r,n . The cardinality of G l,r,n is thus (nl)!, and the multiset G l,r,n contains some identical graphs. If we assign equal probability P(G) = 1/(nl)! to each G ∈ G l,r,n , the pair (G l,r,n , P) that represents a probability space is essentially equivalent to G l,r,n .
In order to prove the direct theorem, we need to evaluate the expectation of the number of typical sequences x satisfying y = F G (x) over the pooling graph ensemble G l,r,n . Assume that s ∈ [0, m] and w ∈ [0, n] are given. Let y s ∈ {0, 1} m be any binary m-tuple with weight s, and let x w ∈ {0, 1} n be any binary n-tuple with weight w. The probability of the event y s = F G (x w ) is given by
where 
The first line in (15) is due to the definition of the expectation over the (l, r, n) pooling graph ensemble. Since P(G) = 1/(nl)! for any G ∈ G l,r,n , we immediately have the second line. In the following, we shall count the number of graphs satisfying y s = F G (x w ); namely, |{G ∈ G l,r,n | y s = F G (x w )}|. Without loss of generality, we can assume that x w (resp. y s ) is a vector in which only the first w (resp. s) elements are 1. Figure 2 shows such a situation. The set of right nodes with value 1 is denoted by R 1 (|R 1 | = s), and the set of the remaining right nodes is denoted by R 0 (|R 0 | = m−s). Any right node in R 1 has at least one edge connected to a left node with value 1. On the other hand, any right node in R 0 is connected to a left node with value 0. Let us consider a 1 , the first right node in R 1 . In the socket model described above, the right node a 1 has r sockets, which are named s
2 , . . . , s (1) r . Suppose that we wish to determine the value of T i (a 1 = 1), defined to be the number of ways in which (0, 1) can be assigned to (s
r ) with weight i so that the value of a 1 is 1 (i.e., the logical OR of each of the socket values returns 1). For example, the assignment (s ( 
1)
r . Now we consider finding T i (a 1 = 1, a 2 = 1), defined as the number of ways in which (0, 1) can be assigned to (s (1) 1 , . . . , s (1) r , s (2) 1 , . . . , s (2) r ) with weight i in such a way that a 1 and a 2 are each assigned 1. In this case, T i (a 1 = 1, a 2 = 1) can be expressed as a coefficient of a product of the generating function (1 + z) r − 1:
We can continue to build arguments in a similar way. The set of patterns such that (0, 1) are assigned with weight i to all of the right sockets 
r ) in such a way that a 1 = 1, a 2 = 1, . . . , a s = 1, a s+1 = 0, . . . , a m = 0 is denoted by U i . The number of such patterns (i.e., the size of U i ) can be obtained by
The derivation of this is based on a property of the generating function.
The first w left nodes that have the value 1 are connected to the lw left sockets. These left sockets are called the active left sockets. For an assignment pattern in U lw , a right socket corresponding to the value 1 is called an active right socket. In order to satisfy y s = F G (x w ), all the active left sockets should be connected to the active right sockets corresponding to an assignment pattern in U lw . This leads to the following counting formula for the graphs satisfying y s = F G (x w ):
The term (lw)! represents the number of possible ways to connect a set of active left nodes and a set of active right nodes. The term ((n − w)l)! indicates the number of possible ways to connect a set of nonactive left nodes and a set of nonactive right nodes. Our final task is to substitute this result into (21) , and this yields
The combinatorial argument presented here is closely related to the derivation of the average input-output weight distribution of LDPC codes over a regular bipartite graph ensemble, which was presented by Hsu and Anastasopoulos [16] .
B. Analysis of Error Probability for a Noiseless System
In this subsection, we define the typical set estimator for a noiseless system and analyze its error performance. Before describing the typical set estimator, we define the typical set [10] as follows.
Definition 2: Assume we are given i.i.d. random variables A i (i ∈ [1, n]), a positive constant , and a positive integer n. The typical set T n, is defined as (25) where A is the finite alphabet of A i , and
The typical set estimator defined below is almost the same as the typical set decoder assumed in the proof of several coding theorems, such as those presented in [20] . This is exploited in order to simplify the proof, but in general, it is computationally infeasible. Despite its computational complexity, the performance of the typical set estimator can be used as a benchmark for other estimation algorithms. In the following, we assume that A = {0, 1}.
Definition 3: Assume a noiseless system. Suppose that we are given an (l, r, n) pooling graph G ∈ G l,r,n and a positive real value . The typical set estimator : {0, 1} m → {0, 1} n ∪ {F} is defined by
where D(y)(y ∈ {0, 1} m ) is the decision set defined by
The symbol E indicates that the estimation fails. The typical set estimator depends on the bins defined for the typical set T n, . A bin D(y) consists of the inverse image of y in the typical set. For an observed vector y, if the cardinality of the bin D(y) is 1, the estimator declares that x ∈ D(y) has occurred. The estimation fails when the cardinality of D(y) is greater than 1. If we wish to evaluate the error probability of the typical set estimator, an analysis of this event is indispensable.
The next theorem proves the existence of a pair (G, ) that achieves a given upper bound on the error probability. The proof of this theorem has a similar structure to the proof of the coding theorem for LDPC codes that was presented in [20] .
Theorem 2: Assume a noiseless system. If
then, for any sufficiently small γ > 0, there exists a pair (G ∈ G l,n,r , ) for which the error probability is smaller than γ .
Proof:
The proof is based on the bin-coding argument. We can choose a parameter γ > 0 satisfying
Assume we are given a positive real number (later, we will see that is determined by γ ). Note that there are two events that the typical set estimator fails to correctly estimate. By Event I, we denote the event in which a realization of X, x, is not a typical sequence. Event II corresponds to the case in which a realization x is a typical sequence, but
Therefore, we have
where P I and P I I (G) are the probabilities corresponding to Events I and II, respectively. Note that the probability P I depends only on the parameters n and . We first consider the probability P I I (G), for which the upper bound is as follows:
By taking the expectation of (31) over the (l, r, n) pooling graph ensemble, we obtain
where w min and w max are defined by
in which wt (x) represents the Hamming weight of x. The vector y s is an arbitrary binary m-tuple with weight s, and x w is an arbitrary binary n-tuple with weight w. The first inequality in (32) is due to the linearity of the expectation. In the derivation of (33), we used the inequality
Pr(x) ≤ 1. The size of the typical set has an upper bound of 2 n(h( p)+ ) ; this is a direct consequence of the definition of the typical set [10] . Substituting the upper bound for the size of the typical set and (20) into (33), we obtain
where (s, w) is defined by
By letting ω = w/n and σ = s/n, (35) can be rewritten as
where
Note that δ(n) is a function of n satisfying δ(n) → 0 as n → ∞. In the above derivation, we use the asymptotic expression of the binomial coefficient ( [10, page 666],) 1 n log 2 nl ωnl
and we use a theorem presented by Burshtein and Miller [5] to evaluate the exponential growth rate of a coefficient of the power of a given polynomial:
where f (z) is a polynomial, and α > 0. The domain of ω, c( p, ), is defined as
where v(ω, p) represents the cross entropy defined by
Let z * be the root of (1 + z) r − 1 = 1 (z * = 2 1/r − 1). Due to the monotonicity of the logarithmic function, we have
By using this inequality, we obtain an upper bound on Q:
Equation (46) was obtained by noting that the objective function, −lh(ω) − lω log 2 (2 1/r − 1), is independent of σ . Since the entropy function h(ω) and the linear function ω are both continuous over the range 0 < ω < 1, we can apply Lemma 2 (in the appendix) to Q and obtain
where ξ( ) is a function of such that ξ( ) → 0 when → 0. By using the bound on Q given in (46), the upper bound on E[P I I (G)] that was given in (36) can be rewritten as
From the assumption of this theorem, a positive real number γ satisfies the inequality
For a sufficiently large n and a sufficiently small , there exists a pair (n, ) satisfying + δ(n) + ξ( ) < γ and the following two conditions. The first condition is
Note that, due to the assumption stated in (49), the exponential growth rate of the right-hand side of (50) is negative, and thus the upper bound on E[P I I (G)] can be arbitrarily small as n → ∞. The second condition is that P I < γ /2; for the typical set, this is guaranteed by the asymptotic equipartition property (AEP) [10] . As a result, we have E[P E ] = P I + E[P I I (G)] < γ, and this implies the existence of a pair (G ∈ G l,n,r , ) for which the error probability is smaller than γ .
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.
Corollary 2: Assume that the parameters l, r are given. Let p is the positive root of the equation If 0 < p <p, there exists a pair of a pooling graph and an estimator that can achieve an arbitrarily small error probability.
is a strict convex function on p because q( p) is a nonnegative weighted sum of a strict convex function −(l − 1)h( p) and a linear function −lp log 2 (2 1/r − 1). Since q(0) = 0, we have q( p) < 0 if 0 < p <p due to the strict convexity of q( p). Combining this result with Theorem 2, the claim of this corollary is proved.
C. Threshold Bounds
From Corollary 1 and Theorem 2, it is natural to conjecture the existence of a threshold value p * (l, r ) that partitions the range of p into two regions. Namely, if p < p * (l, r ), an arbitrarily accurate estimation is possible. Otherwise, i.e., p > p * (l, r ), no estimator exists that can achieve an arbitrarily small error probability in the asymptotic limit n → ∞.
An upper bound on the threshold can be obtained from Corollary 1 as p * U (l, r ) =p wherep is the smallest root of h( p) − l/r = 0 defined in Corollary 1. On the other hand, a lower bound on the threshold is given by p * L (l, r ) =p wherẽ p is the positive root of −(l − 1)h( p) − lp log 2 (2 1/r − 1) = 0 defined in Corollary 2. Table I presents the values of the lower and upper bounds on the threshold for the two cases l/r = 1/2 and l/r = 1/4. From Table I , we can see that small gap between the lower and upper bounds still exists. However, the gap becomes fairly small when a pair (l, r ) gives the largest value of p * L (l, r ). For example, in the case of l/r = 1/2, it can be observed that the pair (3, 6) gives the largest value. In this case, the bounds are p * L (3, 6) = 0.110022 and p * U (3, 6) = 0.110028, and the gap is approximately 6 × 10 −6 .
V. GENERALIZED NOISELESS SYSTEM
In the previous sections, we have discussed a group-testing system, i.e., a noiseless system. In a noiseless system, an observation (a test result) consists of r binary values that serve as input to a test function (logical OR in the above cases) that is chosen according to the setting of the conventional group testing. The argument for the theorems presented above can be naturally extended to theorems for more general classes of test functions. For example, it is desirable that a test function that outputs multiple values (such as negative, weak positive, positive, and strong positive) can be handled in a coherent manner. In this section, we will discuss such an extension.
A. Problem Setup for a Generalized Noiseless System
In this subsection, we will explain the problem setup for a generalized noiseless system.
Let X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ) be the status vector for objects, where X i (i ∈ [1, n] ) is an i.i.d. u-ary random variable; i.e., X i takes a value in the alphabet A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a u } ⊂ R with probability Pr[X i = a k ] = p k (k ∈ [1, u] ). This means that X can be considered to be the output of a discrete memoryless source (DMS). The test results are represented by the random
A test function f : A r → B is assumed to be given as well. We here assume that the test function f is a symmetric function; i.e., f (x) = f (σ (x)) holds for any x ∈ A r and for any permutation σ on r arguments. For j ∈ [1, m] , the test result Y j is given by Y j = f (X i ) i∈M( j ) . Although it might be an abuse of the notation, we will write the functional relationship between X and Y by Y = F G (X), as in the noiseless case discussed above.
Let S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s |S| } ⊂ R. For a vector x ∈ S , the number of appearances of a ∈ S in x is denoted by N S (a|x), and the type vector of x is defined by N S (x) = (N S (s 1 |x), N S (s 2 |x), . . . , N S (s |S| |x)). From this definition, it is evident that a∈S N S (a|x) = holds. The type set U (S) is given by
The generating function defined below plays an important role in the following discussion.
Definition 4 (Generating Functions for Test Function):
For k ∈ [1, v], a generating function α k (z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z u ) is defined by α k (z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z u ) = x∈A r I[b k = f (x)]z N A (a 1 |x) 1 z N A (a 2 |x) 2 · · · z N A (a u |x) u .
B. Achievability
We now consider a formula that is a generalization of (20) and provides the expectation of I[y t = F G (x w )] over the (l, r, n) pooling graph ensemble. The proof of this formula is based on a combinatorial argument very similar to that used for the binary group-testing case. Assume that we are given w = (w 1 , w 2 
Let y s ∈ B m be any m-tuple with type s, and let x w ∈ A n be any n-tuple with type w. The expectation of I[y s = F G (x w )] is given by
The following theorem is a generalized version of the direct coding theorem, and it gives a condition for an arbitrarily accurate estimation.
Theorem 3: Assume a generalized noiseless system. If there
and the inequality
holds, then there exists a pair (G ∈ G l,n,r , ) for which the error probability is smaller than γ for any sufficiently small γ . Proof: The structure of the proof is almost the same as that of Theorem 2. From the condition given in (63), it is possible to choose a value for the parameter γ that satisfies
As in the noiseless case, the error probability P e consists of the sum of two error probabilities such that P e = P I + P I I (G). The AEP guarantees that P I can be made arbitrarily small as n goes to infinity. By combining the argument discussed in the proof of Theorem 2 and (54), the expectation of the probability of Event II can be shown to have the following upper bound:
The set is defined by
, which is the set of possible type vectors in the typical set T n, . By using the asymptotic expression of the multinomial coefficient and the exponential growth rate of the coefficient of the generator function [5] , the exponential growth rate of the right-hand side of (58) can be shown to have the following upper bound: 
+ + δ(n) + ξ( ).
The remaining argument is same as that in the proof of Theorem 2.
As an application of this theorem, we will derive the condition in Theorem 2 that states the achievability of an accurate estimation for the noiseless system discussed in Section IV. Assume that A = {a 1 = 0, a 2 = 1} and B = {b 1 = 0, b 2 = 1}. The generator functions for the noiseless system are given by
By inspection, we can see that the pair (z * 1 = 1, z * 2 = 2 1/r −1) satisfies the system of equations given in (55). Substituting z * 1 and z * 2 into (63), we immediately obtain the condition −(l − 1)h( p) − l(1 − p) log 2 1 − lp log 2 (2 1/r − 1) < 0,
which is exactly the same as the achievability condition of Theorem 2.
VI. CONCLUSION
There are strong similarities between group-testing schemes and linear error-correction schemes for binary symmetric channels. The analysis presented in this paper was inspired by the theoretical works on LDPC codes [6] , [20] . From numerical evaluation, it was shown that the gap between the upper bound p * U (l, r ) and the lower bound p * L (l, r ) is usually quite small. This suggests the existence of a sharp threshold, which is similar to the Shannon limit for a channel-coding problem.
On the other hand, from the analysis presented here, we note a fundamental difference between a group-testing scheme and a binary linear error-correction scheme. The lower bounds on the error probability for the estimation, which we proved in this paper, imply that a group-testing scheme requires a sparse pooling graph or pooling matrix for asymptotically optimal reconstruction. From an information theoretical point of view, a dense parity-check matrix is desirable for realizing a good linear error-correction scheme.
The main contribution of this work is the direct theorems, which give the conditions for achieving arbitrarily small estimation error probabilities. In the same way that the Shannon limit has been used as a benchmark for the combination of a code and a decoding algorithm, these results can provide for a concrete benchmark for existing and emerging reconstruction algorithms and they can stimulate the development of novel reconstruction algorithms. In this paper, we assumed a Bernoulli source, but, since the AEP holds for them, the arguments presented here may be applicable to stationary ergodic sources. 
APPENDIX
Proof: The continuity of f (ω) guarantees the existence of δ > 0 such that |ω − p| ≤ δ implies
For the pair of values, and δ, described above, it can be shown that where the function g(ω) is defined by g(ω) = ω log 2 p + (1 − ω) log 2 (1 − p). We can choose > 0 so that it satisfies (67).
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